In this paper we characterize the performance of a class of maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) detectors for network systems driven by unknown stochastic inputs, as a function of the location of the sensors and the topology of the network. We consider two scenarios: one in which the changes occurs in the mean of the input, and the other where the changes are allowed to happen in the covariance (or power) of the input. In both the scenarios, to detect the changes, we associate suitable MAP detectors for a given set of sensors, and study its detection performance as function of the network topology, and the graphical distance between the input nodes and the sensors location. When the input and measurement noise follow a Gaussian distribution, we show that, as the number of measurements goes to infinity, the detectors' performance can be studied using the input to output gain of the transfer function of the network system. Using this characterization, we derive conditions under which the detection performance obtained when the sensors are located on a network cut is not worse (resp. not better) than the performance obtained by measuring all nodes of the subnetwork induced by the cut and not containing the input nodes. Our results provide structural insights into the sensor placement from a detection-theoretic viewpoint. Finally, we illustrate our findings via numerical examples.
Introduction
Security of cyber-physical networks is of timely and utmost importance [1] . In recent years, researchers have proposed a number of model-based and heuristic approaches for detecting and mitigating attacks against the actuators and the sensors in the network (see [2] and the references therein). Despite the success of these studies in revealing the performance and the limitations of attack detection mechanisms, several challenges remain, particularly in distinguishing malicious signals from ambient data, selecting optimal sensor locations to maximize the detection performance [3, 4] , and deriving simple graphical rubrics to readily evaluate and optimize network security [5, 6] .
This study contributes to a growing research effort on characterizing dynamic properties of network systems, including observability, estimation, detection, and inputoutput behaviors [3, 7, 8, 9] . In particular, we provide network theoretic insights into the detection of changes in the statistical properties of a stationary stochastic input driving certain network nodes, with the ultimate objective of informing the placement of sensors for detection. $ This material is based upon work supported in part by ARO award 71603NSYIP and in part by UCOP award LFR-18-548175.
Email addresses: ranguluri@engr.ucr.edu (Rajasekhar Anguluri), vkatewa@engr.ucr.edu (Vaibhav Katewa), sroy@eecs.wsu.edu (Sandip Roy), fabiopas@engr.ucr.edu (Fabio Pasqualetti) Our work is also associated with the recent studies on constrained sensor selection and actuator placement in network systems [10, 11, 12] . It is also aligned with network-theoretic studies that consider metrics for detection and estimation [7, 10, 9, 13, 14, 15] . Compared to these works, we pursue an explicit characterization of the relationships between the detection performance of a set of sensors and the graphical structure of the system.
Contributions: 1 The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, we consider a binary hypothesis testing problem for a discrete time Gaussian process driving the linear network dynamics through certain network nodes. We primarily consider the scenario where hypothesis on either the mean or the covariance of the input process must be detected using the measurements (possibly corrupted with white Gaussian noise) collected from output nodes that are at least at a specified distance apart from the input nodes. We characterize the maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector, and quantify its performance as a function of the gain of the input-output transfer matrix of the network system. These results are significant in their own rights. For instance, besides our results, there are only limited works related to detecting changes in the covariance of unknown input signals, and this problem is highly relevant in the context of cyber-physical security.
Second, we study the MAP detector's performance as a function of the sensors location. In the absence of noise, regardless of the network structure and edge weights, we show that the performance of the detector associated with a set of sensors forming a cut of the network (nodes on the cut shall be referred as to cutset nodes) is as good as the performance obtained by measuring all nodes of the subnetwork identified by the cut and not containing the nodes affected by the input nodes (referred as partitioned set nodes). Instead, in the presence of noise, depending upon the transfer matrix gain between the cutset nodes and the partitioned nodes, we show that the detection performance of sensors on the cutset nodes may be better or worse than those of sensors on the partitioned nodes. Finally, we demonstrate our theoretical findings on Toeplitz line networks and some illustrative numerical examples.
Our analysis leads to the interesting results that, depending on the network weights and structure, and the intensity of sensor noise, the detection performance may improve as the graphical distance between the input nodes and the sensors location increases. In fact, our results (i) inform the optimal positioning of sensors for the detection of failure of system components or malicious tampering modeled by unknown stochastic inputs, (ii) allow for the detection of unexpected changes of the system structure, because such changes would modify the original detection profile, and (iii) provide network design guidelines to facilitate or prevent measurability of certain network signals.
Mathematical notation: The cardinality of a set A is denoted by card(A). The set of natural numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers are denoted as N, R, and C, respectively. The eigenspectrum and the spectral radius of a matrix M ∈ C n×n are denoted by spec(M ) and λ(M ), resp. A symmetric positive (resp. semi) definite matrix M is denoted as M 0 (resp. M 0). Instead, a non-negative matrix M is denoted as M ≥ 0. Let M 1 , . . . , M n be matrices of different dimensions, then diag(M 1 , · · · , M N ) represents a block diagonal matrix. The Kronecker product of M 1 and M 2 is denoted by M 1 ⊗ M 2 . An n × n identity matrix is denoted by I or I n . The norm on the Banach space of matrix-valued functions, that are essentially bounded on the unit circle {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, is defined as F (z) ∞ := ess sup F (z) 2 [16] . All finite dimensional vectors are denoted by bold faced symbols. The set {e 1 , . . . , e n } denotes the standard basis vectors of R n . Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) T . Then, x ≤ y if and only if x i ≤ y i , i = 1, . . . , n. The probability of an event E is denoted by Pr[E]. The conditional mean and covariance of a random variable (vector) X is denoted by E[X|E] and Cov[X|E], respectively. For Z ∼ N (0, 1), Q N (τ ) denotes Pr [Z ≥ τ ]. For Y ∼ χ 2 (p), central chi-squared distribution with q degrees of freedom, Q χ 2 (p, τ ) denotes Pr [Y ≥ τ ].
Preliminaries and problem setup
Consider a network represented by the digraph G := (V, E), where V := {1, . . . , n} and E ⊆ V × V are the node and edge sets. Let g ij ∈ R be the weight assigned to the edge (i, j) ∈ E, and define the weighted adjacency matrix of G as G := [g ij ], where g ij = 0 whenever (i, j) / ∈ E. Let K := {k 1 , . . . , k r } ⊆ V be the set of input nodes, which receive r inputs. Let w(i, j) denote a path on G from node i to j, and let |w(i, j)| be the number of edges of w(i, j). Define the distance between input node set K and a set of nodes S ⊆ V as dist(K, S) := min{|w(i, j)| : i ∈ K, j ∈ S}.
We associate to each node i a state x i ∈ R, and let the network evolve with discrete linear dynamics
where x = [x 1 · · · x n ] T ∈ R n contains the states of the nodes at time k ∈ N, x[0] ∼ N (0, Σ 0 ) is the initial state, and w[k] ∈ R r is the input vector. The input matrix Π = [e k1 , . . . , e kr ] indicates the location of the input nodes. The input w[k] be governed by one of the following two competing statistical hypotheses:
where the moments µ i ∈ R r and Σ i ∈ R r×r ( 0), i ∈ {1, 2}, are completely known. In other words, the competing hypotheses are simple. However, the true hypothesis is assumed to be unknown over the interval k = 0, 1, . . . , N .
We are concerned with detecting the true hypothesis on the input signal, using measurements from the sensors that are not collocated with the input nodes. We assume that the nodes J := {j 1 , . . . , j m } ⊆ V are accessible for sensor placement (one sensor for each node), if dist(K, J ) ≥ d, where d ∈ N. We refer to J as the sensor set. The output of these sensors is given by [1] , v [1] , . . .} be uncorrelated. To detect the true hypothesis, we task sensors with a detector, which maps the following time aggregated measurements
to a detected hypothesis H. We will consider the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) detector, which is given by the following decision rule:
For a predetermined set of input nodes K, the focus of our analysis is to characterize the performance of the detector (5) , in terms of the network's adjacency matrix G. The performance of the detector (5) is measured by its error probability, which is given by
where π i = Pr({H i is true}) is the prior probability. For any sensor set J that satisfies dist(K, J ) ≥ d, one expects that the MAP detector's performance (6) is maximum when dist(K, J ) = d. However, for certain network configurations, studies have shown that the gain of transfer function, which is closely related to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a detector, is maximum when the input and output nodes are farther apart [17] . Hence, it remains unclear whether the closeness of the sensors to the input nodes improves the performance of the detector.
In this paper, we show that the graphical proximity indeed modulate the MAP detector's performance, for certain classes of the detection problems (2) . In particular, we characterize networks for which the detection performance obtained when sensors are located on a node cutset is better (or worse) than the performance obtained when sensors are placed on nodes of the subnetwork induced by the node cutset that does not contain the input nodes (precise statements are provided in Section 4). See Fig 1 for an illustration of node cutset and the subnetwork (partitioned nodes) induced by it.
Throughout the paper, we will distinguish the performance of sensors with measurement noise σ 2 v = 0 and without noise σ 2 v > 0. The essential reason, as we will show later, is that only in the presence of noise, we have a scenario where the performance of a MAP detector associated with the cutset nodes may be worse than that of the partitioned nodes. We end this section with an example that shows the impact of noise on the detection performance.
, where α is the tuning parameter and v(k) ∼ N (0, σ 2 v ). For π i = 0.5, the MAP detector's error probability, based on N samples of y, is 0.5 Q N (0.5 η). Here η 2 = N (µ 1 − µ 2 ) 2 /(σ 2 + α −2 σ 2 v ) denotes the SNR, and Q N (0.5 η) is decreasing in η. For σ 2 v = 0, the error probability does not depend on α, and is lesser than the case where σ 2 > 0. However, when σ 2 v > 0, Q N (·) depends on α. In particular, when α is small, Q N (·) is high, and vice versa. Thus, in the presence of noise, the error probability can be reduced by properly tuning α.
Detection performance of the MAP detector
In this section, we derive the algebraic expressions of the MAP decision rules and their error probabilities for two special cases of the hypotheses in (2) . The first case is the mean shift model, in which the covariance matrices in (2) are equal, but the mean vectors are different. The MAP detector (see (9) for the decision rule) for this case is the optimal detector in the (Bayesian) sense that, for the simple hypotheses H 1 and H 2 defined as in (2) , no other detector outperforms the detection performance of (9) . The second case is the covariance shift model in which the mean vectors in (2) are equal, but the covariance matrices are different. For this latter case, we will rely on the sub optimal LD-MAP detector (see below) for deciding the hypothesis. The reason for working with these models is twofold: (i) the error probability expressions are analytically tractable and (ii) these models are widely used for detection and classification problems that arise in practice [18, 19] . The probability expressions derived in this section will be used for the network analysis of the MAP detector's performance (Section 4). Our work draws on the extensive literature on hypothesis testing using Multivariate Gaussian data, but uses a specific simplified detector which allows development of network-theoretic results. Extension of our framework and corresponding results to more general setting is mentioned in Remarks 2 and 3.
The results mentioned in the section are obtained from a standard application of hypothesis testing tools for linear models. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, the asymptotic characterization of the error probability of the MAP detector (Lemma 3.4) is novel, and it serves as the starting point for the results presented in the subsequent sections. 
where f Hi (y) is the density of y given H i and I > 0.
Remark 1. (Optimal discriminant vector)
For any arbitrary vector b, the I-divergence measure (7) indicates how well a LD-MAP detector is performing in deciding between H 1 and H 2 . Thus by maximizing (7) , we are finding a best detector among the class of LD-MAP detectors parameterized by b [19] .
We now state a lemma that provides us with the algebraic expressions of the MAP detectors associated with the mean shift model, and the LD-MAP detector associated with the covariance shift model. (4) and (2), resp. Then,
where, the observability and impulse response matrices are
(MAP detectors) Let π 1 and π 2 be nonzero priors, and define γ = ln(π 1 /π 2 ). Let Y J be as in (4), and let (µ i , Σ i ) and (µ i , Σ i ) be as in (2) and (8), resp.
(i) The MAP detector associated with the mean shift model (Σ 1 = Σ 2 but µ 1 = µ 2 ) is given by:
The LD-MAP detector associated with the covariance shift model (Σ 1 = Σ 2 but µ 1 = µ 2 ) is given by:
where
The detectors (9) and (10) are functions of the sufficient statistics 2 µ T ∆ Σ −1 c Y J and y − b T µ c , respectively. This means that, given these statistics, other information in Y J is not needed for deciding between H 1 and H 2 . In order to characterize the error probabilities of the detectors in Lemma 3.2, we make the following assumption:
where 0 < c < ∞, and G k = 0 for some k ∈ N, and (ii) for the covariance shift model, Σ 1 0 and Σ 2 = 0.
Lemma 3.4. (Error probability: infinite horizon)
Let π 1 = π 2 = 0.5 and
The error probability of the MAP detector (9) and the LD-MAP detector (10) as N → ∞ are P em (J ) = 0.5 Q N (0.5 η) and
respectively, where τ = ln R/(R − 1). The SNRs are
where The assumptions π i = 0.5 and x[0] = 0 are for the ease of presentation, and the probability expressions can be easily adjusted to include other priors and initial conditions. The assumption N µ 2 − µ 1 2 → c ensures that P em (J ) < 0.5. Instead, the assumption G k = 0 is to eliminate the remainder terms in the computation of η. We emphasize that the only restriction on k is that it should be finite, but can be arbitrarily large. We now state a corollary to the above lemma in which we do not assume Σ 2 = 0 in the covariance shift model (see Remark 2) .
where µ i and σ 2 i are scalars, and D > 0. For the covariance shift model let σ 2 1 > σ 2 2 . Then,
The error probabilities for the identical statistics case can be obtained by substituting η s and R s to η and R in (11) and (12) , respectively. The effect of sensor noise is also evident from the SNR expressions in the above corollary. In particular, by setting σ 2 v = 0 in (15) and (16), the probabilities do not depend on the network matrix G.
Notice that the expressions of P em (J ) and P em (J ) in above lemma are valid even when N is finite. However, in this case, η and R are complicated functions of the adjacency matrix G. Instead, the elegance of SNRs in Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 is that they depend on the adjacency matrix G through the well understood transfer matrix T (z). Thus, when N → ∞, one can easily understand the impact of network structure on the detection performance by analyzing T (z). By interpreting the quadratic function in η (or η s ) and · || ∞ in R (or R s ) as a measure of gain, one expects that higher gains results in minimum error probabilities. This intuition is made precise in the following proposition: Proposition 3.6. P em (J ) and P ev (J ) are decreasing in the SNRs η (or η s ) and R (or R s ), respectively.
The above proposition also helps us to compare the performance of the MAP and LD-MAP detectors associated with different sensor sets. This fact will be exploited greatly in the next section.
Remark 2. (LD-MAP detector's error probability for other covariance matrix structures)
We now comment on extending P ev (J ) (12) for including other covariance matrices. The case Σ 1 = 0 and Σ 2 > 0 can be handled using the proof of Lemma 3.4. For the scenario where neither of
. For other cases we refer the reader to [19] . However, the main difficulty in analyzing any of these error probabilities lies in the fact that resulting expressions of SNRs (R) are not amenable to analysis. If one assumes Σ 1 and Σ 2 to be simultaneously diagonalizable, as is the case with Corollary 3.5, an expression of R similar to (16) may be obtained.
Network analysis of the MAP detector
In this section, we characterize networks for which the MAP detector's performance associated with the sensors that are close to the input nodes is better (or worse) than those of sensors that are farther apart. We distinguish two separate cases when the sensors are without noise (σ 2 v > 0) and with noise (σ 2 v = 0). To make the notion of closeness precise, we introduce the notion of a node cutset. The requirement (i) ensures that the node cutset is at least d edges away from the input nodes. To illustrate Definition 2, consider the network in Fig 1. For the input nodes K = {1, 2}, the nodes C 1 = {4, 5, 6} forms a node cutset. However, the nodes {5, 6, 7} ceases to form a node cutset, since they failed to satisfy requirement (ii) in the above definition.
Noiseless measurements
In this section, we state our results on network theoretic characterization of the MAP detectors assuming that the measurement noise in (1) is negligible, i.e., σ 2 v = 0. It should be noted that, if a result holds true for the general detection problem (2), we do not state the analogous result for the mean and covariance shift models. (Performance of sensors on the node cutset vs the partitioned set: noiseless measurements) Consider the general detection problem (2). Let C d and P be as in Definition 2, and assume that the measurements from both these node sets are noiseless (σ 2 v = 0). Associated with these measurements, let P e (C d ) and P e (P) be the respective error probabilities that are computed using (6) . Then, P e (C d ) ≤ P e (P). This comparison result is a mere consequence of the following well known result in the binary hypotheses detection problem, known as theorem of irrelevance [22] and the invariance of MAP decision rule [23] . 
From Lemma 4.2, it also follows that Theorem 4.1 holds true even (i) for the case of non-Gaussian input and measurements (provided that the joint density exists), and (ii) if the set P is replaced with
Theorem 4.1 implies that, in the absence of noise, nodes near the input location achieve better detection performance compared to those far away from the inputs, irrespective of the edge weights in the adjacency matrix G and the measurement horizon N . Here, the notion of closeness is to be understood in the sense of node cutsets, since, d ≤ dist(K, C d ) < dist(K, P). Thus, if node cutsets exist in a graph and the measurements are noiseless, one should always place sensors on the cutsets. Thus, if a budget is associated with the sensor placement, it makes sense to find a cutset C d of minimum cardinality. 
Proposition 4.3 states that sensor noise degrades the performance of the MAP detector (this fact is also illustrated in Example 1). It also implies that measuring the inputs directly is always better than measuring the noisy/noiseless states (dynamics) of the nodes. Of course, given this fact, it is always beneficial to place the sensors at the input nodes, rather than dealing with the node cutsets and the partitioned sets.
Noisy measurements
We now consider the case of noisy measurements (σ 2 v > 0). Notice that our results will be specific to the MAP and LD-MAP detectors associated with the mean and covariance shift models, respectively. Possible extensions to the general detection problem (2) are mentioned in the remarks. We now introduce some additional notation. For a cutset
, and x p [k] denote the states of the node sets C d , S, and P, respectively. Let M be a permutation matrix such that
is the state vector of (1). Then, from (1) it also follows that
. (17) From the above relation, note that the states of C d serve as an input for the states of partitioned nodes set P, i.e.,
Based on the transfer function matrix of subsystem (18) , we now state a result that is analogous to Theorem 4.1, for the case σ 2 v > 0. Let G pp and G pc be as in (17), and assume that spec(G pp )∩ {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} = φ. Let ρ(z) and ρ(z) be the maximum and minimum singular values of T s (z) = (zI −G pp ) −1 G pc , respectively. Let P em (C d ) in (11) and P ev (C d ) in (12) be the error probabilities obtained using the noisy measurements (σ 2 v > 0) from the cutset C d . Instead, let P em (P) and P ev (P) be the error probabilities associated with the partitioned set P. Then we have:
Hence, in the presence of noise, depending upon the entries in the matrix [G pp G pc ], measuring the cutset C d might not be always optimal for the purposes of the detection. Instead, in the noiseless case, Theorem 4.1 states that measuring the cutset is always optimal, irrespective of the entries in G. We now explain the reason behind this contrasting behaviors.
Notice that, the quantities sup and inf of ρ(z) and ρ(z) in Theorem 4.4, respectively, are the maximum and minimum input to output gains of the transfer function matrix T s (z), associated with the system (18) . Theorem 4.4 says that, if the gain between the states x c [k] and the states x p [k] is high (low), the detection performance with sensors in P should be better (worse) that that of C d . In fact, recall from Lemma 3.4 that the detectors associated with the noisy measurements of C d and P, respectively, depends on the SNRs of x c [k] and x c [k] (plus the sensor noise), respectively. Since
, it is clear that the SNRs are influenced by the gains of T s (z). In particular, a higher gain increases the SNR of the detector associated with P, which results in a better performance compared to the detector associated with that of C d .
The above reasoning also holds in the case of noiseless measurements, however, the transfer function gain do not influence MAP detector's performance. In fact, this gain gets canceled in the error probability computations (this can be clearly seen in Example 1 by interpreting α as the gain). Theorem 4.4 provides conditions for placing sensors on or away from the cutset nodes. For general adjacency matrix, one needs to rely on the software (based on LMI based inequalities) to validate those conditions. However, for non-negative adjacency matrices, the conditions for placing (or not) sensors on the cutset nodes can be stated based on algebraic conditions on the entries of the adjacency matrix. In fact, we have the following result: 
and P ev (C d ) ≤ P ev (P). (ii) If n 1 = 1, and all row sums of G are greater than one, then P em (C d ) ≥ P em ( P) and P ev (C d ) ≥ P ev ( P), where P ⊆ P.
The inequality P em (C d ) ≤ P em (P) can be obtained even without the non-negativity assumption on G. However, this might not be true for the case of P ev (·). Thus, by ensuring that the maximum row sum of G is bounded by 1/ √ m 1 (here m 1 refers to the cardinality of the partitioned set P), one can guarantee that the detection performance of sensors on the cutset is always superior than that of the sensors on the partitioned nodes. The assumption n 1 = 1 in part 2) of above lemma implies that card(C d ) = 1. For arbitrary n 1 , the condition row sums of G greater than one may not be sufficient, and more assumptions on G are required to handle this case. For instance, when G is a diagonally dominant matrix, required sufficient conditions can be obtained using the lower bounds in [24] . Finally, we notice that the bounds presented in Lemma 4.5 depends on the cardinality of the node sets, and hence, our results on networks with non-negative edge weights may be conservative when these cardinalities are large. The network-theoretic analysis of the MAP and the LD-MAP detectors developed in this section can also be used to inform the placement of sensors for detection. The results show that sensors placed close to the stochastic inputs are effective for batch detection. More precisely, measurements on separating cutsets of the network necessarily outperform downstream sensing strategies. Thus, a strategy for the placement of few sensors is to find small node cutsets that isolate the input nodes. The design of these algorithms falls outside the scope of this paper and is left as the subject of future research.
Remark 3. (Extension of network theoretic results
to the other detectors: noisy measurements) In the cases where the analytical error probability calculation is difficult, eg., the general Gaussian or non-Gaussian detection problem and the covariance shift model with arbitrary covariance matrix structures, one relies on the Chernoff type bounds (for eg., see [18] ) to quantify the detection performance. In both the cases, i.e., evaluating the performance directly or via bounds, Theorem 4.4 holds true for any detector whose performance (resp. bounds) is monotonically increasing in T (z) = C(zI−G) −1 Π M , for some suitable M 0. For instance, the Chernoff bounds on the error probability of the general Gaussian detection problem (2) depend on the moment generating function (mgf ) of the sufficient statistic of the MAP detector, which ultimately depends on the filtered mean and covariance matrices (8), and our analysis becomes applicable. In the non-Gaussian case, the mgf might depend on other moments as well, and extending our analysis to this case will be challenging.
Single input single output (SISO) line networks
In this section, we validate our cutset based results, that we presented in previous section, for the case of line networks by explicitly expressing the error probabilities as a function of the entires of G, and then compare the performance of sensors on C d versus sensors on P. We restrict our attention to the SISO systems.
We assume that a stochastic input enters the network through a fixed node q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and we allow any node l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with dist(l, q) ≥ d for sensor placement. For this setup, we assume that probabilities P em (l) and P ev (l) are obtained by substituting the SNRs η s (15) and R s (16) in the expressions of (11) and (12), respectively. Notice that, in contrast to the previous analysis, in which we assume Σ 2 = 0 (see Assumption 3.3), in this section we do not assume σ 2 2 = 0 in R s . For the ease of presentation, we assume the cutset to be a singleton set, i.e., C d = {j}. The following proposition is an extension of Lemma 4.5 for our SISO system setup with the revised error probabilities. Proposition 4.6. Let G be as in Lemma 4.5, and σ 2 v > 0. Let {j} and P be the cutset and partitioned sets, resp. If G ∞ ≤ 1, then for any j 1 ∈ P, we have P em (j) ≤ P em (j 1 ) and P ev (j) ≤ P ev (j 1 ). The opposite inequality holds true if all row sums of G are greater than one.
The proof of above proposition is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.5 and hence, the details are omitted. By not resorting to any proof techniques, i.e, the functional dependence arguments, that we used in previous section, we now validate assertions in above proposition by expressing the error probability in terms of the entries in the matrix G. To this aim, we consider a line network (see Fig. 2 ), whose adjacency matrix is given by the following matrix:
where, a, b, c ∈ R ≥0 . We let the cutset node j be located on the right of the input node q, i.e., 1 ≤ q < j < n (see Fig  2) . The case when j is to the left side of the input node q follows similar analysis. Thus, we have the partitioned set P = {j + 1, . . . , n}. We now show that, for any l ∈ P, the error probabilities P em (l) and P ev (l) are greater or smaller than those of the cutset node j. The following proposition helps us achieve the required goal:
Proposition 4.7. Let G be as in (19) and λ(G) < 1. Let |(I − G) −1 l,q | be the absolute value of (l, q)-th entry of (I − G) −1 . Let G be as in Lemma 4.5. Then, we have:
ii) If all row sums of G are greater than one, then
For a fixed input q, above proposition characterizes the qualitative behavior of the input-to-output transfer function gains associated with different output nodes. This fact can be easily seen by expressing |(I − G) −1 lq | as |e T l (I − G) −1 e q |. For the case of Toeplitz line networks, the assertion in Proposition 4.6 is now an easy consequence of Proposition 3.6 and 4.7. In particular, if b = 0 and a + c > 1, Proposition 4.7 also implies that, the node that is farthest from the input has better detection performance than any other node, including the cutset node. Similarly, assertion in Theorem 4.1 can be verified by letting σ 2 v = 0. The procedure illustrated above, evaluating the error probabilities via the entries of (I − G) −1 , becomes tedious and might not be even possible for arbitrary network structures. In such situations, one can use the proof techniques presented in Section 4 for understanding the detection performance of sensors on networks.
Simulation results
In this section, we present numerical simulations to validate the effectiveness of our cutset based characterization of MAP detection performance on networks, for the case of noisy measurements.
(Detection performance of sensors on the partitioned nodes is better than that of the sensors on the cutset nodes): For this scenario, consider the network in Fig 3. The network has 10 nodes, with 1 and 2 being the input nodes, C d = {3} is the cutset node, and P = {4, . . . , 10} is the partitioned node set. The adjacency matrix of this network is nilpotent, and as a result, system (1) evolving on this network will have a short memory (in fact G 10 = 0). By short (resp. long) memory, we mean that the current state of the network depends on few (resp. several) past states. For the mean shift model, the input w i [k] ∼ N (µ i 1, σ 2 i I 2×2 ), where µ 1 = 2, µ 2 = 1, and σ 2 2 = σ 2 2 = 1.5. Instead, for the covariance shift model, the input 3 w i [k] ∼ N (0, σ 2 i I 2×2 ), where σ 2 1 = 2.0 and σ 2 2 = 1.0. In both the models, N = 200 and the sensor noise variance σ 2 v = 1.2. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b illustrates the actual and asymptotic error probabilities of the mean and covariance shift models, respectively. The error probabilities are computed using the formulas in Lemma 3.4. In particular, for the asymptotic case, we use the SNRs in Corollary 3.5. In 3 the choice of zero mean is arbitrary, since, the LD-MAP detector's error probability do not depend on the mean; see Lemma 3.4. Figure 5 : Graph associated with a randomly generated network consisting of 50 nodes [25] . A total of 8 nodes are subjected to stochastic inputs. Instead, sensors are placed on the cutset nodes and the partitioned nodes that are not collocated with the input nodes.
both figures, the error probability associated with the cutset node is greater than that of any node in the partitioned set. This must be the case since G ≥ 0, and the row sums of the submatrix G are greater than one (see Lemma 4.5) .
The error between the asymptotic and actual error probabilities in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b is almost negligible, even when N is not large. This is because the adjacency matrix G is a nilpotent matrix, and as a result, the difference between the actual and asymptotic SNRs is minimum. However, this might not be the case when G has long memory, i.e., G k ≈ 0 only for a very large k. For N = 800, Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d illustrate this scenario for the network that is obtained by modifying some edges of the network in Fig. 3 , such that G k ≈ 0 for very large k.
(Detection performance of sensors on the cutset nodes is better than that of the sensors on the partitioned nodes):
Consider the network shown in Consider all possible subsets of C d P whose cardinalities are same as that of the cutset C d . It is easy to see that there are 120 such sets. For each of these sets, we associate a label J ind , where ind ∈ {1, . . . , 120}. The labels are given based on a decreasing order of the error probabilities associated with the subsets. In Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b , we show the actual and asymptotic error probabilities of the mean and covariance shift models, respectively. In both figures, the error probability associated with the C d is lesser than that of any J ind . This must be the case because G ≥ 0, and the row sums of the submatrix G ∞ < 1/ √ 7 = 0.3780 (see Lemma 4.5). Fig. 5 .The error probabilities of the detectors associated with cutset nodes is lower than that of the detectors associated with any subset of the nodes in the partitioned set. This result is consistent with Lemma 4.5, because the submatrix G row sums of the adjacency matrix G are less than 1/ √ m 1 (m 1 = 7).
Conclusion
In this paper we formulate mean and covariance detection placement problems for linear dynamical systems defined over networks with unknown stochastic inputs. The main technical contribution of the paper is to identify graphical conditions that predict the performance of MAP and LD-MAP detectors based on the distance between the employed sensors and the stochastic inputs. For networks with non-negative edge weights, we also show that the performance of a detector can be independent of the graphical distance between the sensors and the stochastic inputs.
APPENDIX
Proof of proposition 3.1: From the network dynamics (1) and sensor measurements (3), Y J (4) can be expanded as
where the vectors w 0: 
respectively, where | · | denotes the determinant. Define the log likelihood ratios Ψ(ζ) = ln(f (ζ|H 2 )/f (ζ|H 1 )) and Ψ(z) = ln(f (z|H 2 )/f (z|H 1 )). Then, from the mixed Bayes formula [23] , the MAP decision rules based on ζ and z, respectively, are given by
part 1) Since Σ 1 = Σ 2 and µ 1 = µ 2 , from (8), it follows that Σ 1 = Σ 2 and µ 1 = µ 2 . Invoking this observation in f (ζ|H i ), yields the following expression for ψ(ζ):
Substitute (23) in the first decision rule of (22) and simplify the resulting expression to obtain the MAP decision rule (9) for ζ. Finally, replacing ζ with Y J yields the required expression. part 2) In this case we have µ 1 = µ 2 and Σ 1 = Σ 2 . A similar procedure, as in part 1), based on g(z|H i ) (22) and the second decision rule in (21) , yields the LD-MAP detector's expression (9) . Details are left to the reader.
Proof of Lemma 3.4:
We divide the proof into two parts. In part 1) we derive the expressions (11) and (13) Instead, in part 2) we derive the expressions (12) and (14) . part 1) Under the assumption that N < ∞, let P em (J ) be the error probability of (9).. Then, from (9), we have
c µ ∆ , and notice that Pr( H = H 2 |H 1 ) = Q N (0.5 η) and Pr( H = H 1 |H 2 ) = 1 − Q N (0.5 η). Finally, from (6), we have P em (J ) = 0.5 Q N ( η). Define P em (J ) = lim N →∞ P em (J ), and note the following:
where the final equality follows because η is increasing in N (see Proposition A.1). We now show that lim N →∞ η = η. From (8) , it follows that
where m = 1 N ⊗ µ ∆ and µ ∆ = µ 2 − µ 1 . Let l = 1, 2, . . . ., and define K(l) = CG l Π and S(i) = i−1 l=0 K(l). With these definitions and the assumption λ(G) < 1, we have lim i→∞ S(i) = C(I − G) −1 Π K, and
By substituting (25) in (24), we have
Consider the first term of (26) . Since x[0] = 0, from (8) , it follows that Σ c = F (I N ⊗ Σ c ) F T +σ 2 v I . Further,
where S N is obtained by permuting, bottom to top, the block matrices of S N (25). Right multiplying either sides of (27) with Σ c −1 1 N ⊗ K gives us:
where P = M Σ c −1 [1 N ⊗K] and F is defined in (26) . Since
. Finally, substituting K = LΣ − 1 2 c in the above expression, and manipulating the terms will give us
We claim that lim N →∞ (N ) = 0. To see this, rewrite (N ) as µ T
From part 1) of Assumption 3.3, there exist a k ∈ N such that for all m ∈ {k, k + 1, . . . , N }, S(m) − K = 0. Thus, all but finite rows of S N (25) are zeros, i.e., we can express
, where the dimension of F 1 and F 2 depends only k. Thus, for all N > k, Q i (N ) is a constant matrix, say Q i , and we may conclude that
where λ max (·) and λ min (·) are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues. Since lim N →∞ N µ ∆ 2 = c (Assumption 3.3), it follows that lim N →∞ µ ∆ 2 = 0. Hence, lim N →∞ (N ) = 0 and lim N →∞ η = η (13).
part 2) Under the assumption that N < ∞, let P ev (J ) be the error probability of (10). Then, from (9), we have
3). Let U ∼ N (0, 1). Then,
= means equality in the distribution. From this fact, we now have Pr( H = H 2 |H 1 ) = Pr τ > U 2 and Pr( H = H 1 |H 2 ) = Pr(U 2 > τ R), where τ = ln( R)/( R − 1). Since U 2 ∼ χ 2 (1), we finally have
To simplify R, note the following: since b is the maximizer of I-divergence (7) , from [19] , we can also express R as
Let c = Σ 1/2 2 d, and note the following:
Since R is an increasing sequence, with respect to N (see Proposition A.1), the limits R = lim N →∞ R, τ = lim N →∞ τ and lim N →∞ τ R = τ R are well defined. Now, consider
where the last equality follows because τ and τ R are decreasing and increasing in N (Proposition A.1), resp. We now show that R is given by (14) . Since Σ 2 = 0 and x[0] = 0, we have Σ 2 = σ 2 v I and
From these observations, we may conclude that
It now suffices to evaluate lim N →∞ λ max (F F T . Since λ(G) < 1, we may define the following matrix valued function [26] :
where K(l) = CG l Π and j = √ −1. Since the coefficients K(l)Σ 1/2 1 are absolutely summable, for any l ∈ N, these coefficients can also be recovered as [26] : . . .
. . .
Since Y[0] is independent of H i , the assertion of the theorem follows from Lemma 4.2.
part 1) We now consider the cases 1a) and 1b). Let
c is defined in Lemma 3.2. Let z = 1. Then, from (34) note that
From (33) and above identities, it follows that
Let u = µ ∆ , where µ ∆ is defined in the statement of Lemma 3.4. Let η 1 and η 2 be the SNRs of P em (C) and P em (P), respectively. Then from (13), we have
Using the identity [L
v I] −1 , we can also express η 2 i as
Finally, from (36) and (35), and Proposition 3.6, we have 
for all z that satisfies |z| = 1. Let R 1 and R 2 be the SNRs of P ev (C) and P ev (P), respectively. Then, from (14)
From Proposition 3.6, it follows that
Proof of Corollary 4.5 We shall prove part 1) of the corollary, and part 2) can be derived using similar analysis (the details are omitted). The idea of the proof is to show that || G|| ∞ ≤ 1/ √ m =⇒ ρ(1) < 1, and there upon invoking Theorem 4.4 yields the desired assertion.
step 1) For G ≥ 0, it follows that sup |z|=1 ρ(z) = ρ(1), where ρ(z) is (zI − G pp ) −1 G pc 2 . To see this, note the following: For any d ∈ C n1 , let |d| = (|d 1 |, . . . , |d n1 |) T . Then, for any l ∈ N and z that satisfies |z| = 1, we have
where the inequality, to be understood coordinate wise, follows because [G pp G pc ] ≥ 0. From the above inequality, and the fact |y + z| ≤ |y| + |z| for any x, y ∈ C p , we have
Since G pp is a submatrix of G ≥, which is a non-negative matrix, we have |λ max (zG pp )| = |λ max (G pp )| ≤ |λ max (G)| < 1 [28] , the above inequality can also be expressed as
Taking 2-norm on both sides of the inequality yields us:
Since the above inequality holds for any vector d ∈ R n1 , using the identity |x| 2 = x 2 for any x ∈ C p , the following inequality is now obvious:
which can be expressed as sup |z|=1 ρ(z) ≤ ρ(1). The equality is attained at z = 1.
step 2) Since sup |z|=1 ρ(z) = ρ(1), from Theorem 4.4 it readily follows that, both P em (C d ) ≤ P em (P) and P ev (C d ) ≤ P ev (P) holds true whenever ρ(1) < 1. We now show that G ∞ = [G pp G pc ] ∞ < 1/ √ m 1 guarantees ρ(1) < 1.
Let 1 denote the all ones vector, and note the following identity:
Since [G pp G pc ] ∞ < 1/ √ m 1 , for any k ∈ N, we also have
From the above inequality and (37), it follows that
Since λ(G p p) < 1, as k → ∞, it follows that G k pp → 0 and Proof of Proposition 3.6 Since Q N (x) is decreasing function of x, P em (J ) (11) is decreasing in SNR η, given by either (13) or (15) . For P ev (J ) (12) note the following: first, observe that R > 1 in both (14) and (16) . Thus
Hence, we conclude that τ is deceasing in R. Instead, τ R is increasing in R. From this observation and the fact that the Q χ 2 (1, z) = Pr[Z ≥ z], where Z ∼ χ 2 (1), is decreasing in z, it follows that P ev (J ) is decreasing in R. Proof of Proposition 4.7 From (19), and the fact that 1 ≤ q < j < . . . < n, where C d = {j} and P = {j + 1, . . . , n}, the row sums of G takes values in the set {a + c, a + b + c}. Let |G l,q | = |(I − G) −1 l,q |. Using the principle of backward induction, we shall show that, when G ∞ = a + b + c < 1, {|G lq |} n l=q is monotonically decreasing. The proof of part (ii) is left to the reader as an exercise.
Let a = 1 − a, b = −b, c = −c. If a = 0, then G l,q of (I − G) −1 are given by the following expressions [29] :
where l, q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and θ k and φ k are governed by θ k = aθ k−1 − b cθ k−2 for k = 2, . . . , n φ k = aφ k+1 − b cφ k+2 for k = n − 1, . . . , 1
where θ 0 = 1, θ 1 = a, φ n = a, φ n+1 = 1 and θ n = det(I − G). Let L = {q + 1, . . . , n}. Then, for any l ∈ L ∪ {q},
Let l ∈ L, and define ζ(l) = |G l,q |/|G l−1,q |. Since φ n+1 = 1 and φ n = a, for l = n (base step), it follows that
where (i) follows because a, b, c > 0, and a + b + c < 1. Let q < l < n and ζ(l + 1) < 1 (inductive step). Then,
To see the last inequality, consider the following:
where (ii) follows because the hypothesis ζ(l + 1) < 1 implies that | c|(|φ l+2 |/|φ l+1 |) < 1, and (iii) from the fact that a = 1 − a, b = −b, and c = −c. From the principle of finite induction, for all l ∈ L, we have ζ(l) < 1. Hence, {|G lq |} n l=q is a decreasing sequence.
2 ) and τ = ln( R)/( R − 1), where (µ ∆ , Σ c , Σ 1 , Σ 2 ) are defined in the statement of Lemma 3.2. Then, η, R, and τ are increasing in N . However, τ R is decreasing in N .
Proof: Let N < ∞. Then, from Proposition 3.1, we
. For clarity, we drop the existing subscripts and replace them with the total number of measurements. Let N 2 = N 1 + k, k ∈ N, and consider Y T N2 = Y T N1 , Z T k , where Z k are the measurements collected after N 1 . Then,
. Further, using the Schur complement, Σ −1 N2 can be expressed as
From the above identity, it follows that
Hence, we may conclude that η is increasing in N . Instead, from the eigenvalue interlacing property for the symmetric matrix pencils [30] , it follows that R = λ max (Σ 1 Σ −1
2 ) is increasing in N . Finally, from (38), it follows that τ and τ R are decreasing and increasing in N , respectively.
